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1. Introduction:

Unlike cellular network where mobility is put into consideration from the design stage on base station and clients,
the client handoff in original 802.11 WLAN is to let mobile device decide when to hand off and to which AP it 
wishes to hand off. Therefore, the deployment of APs to make sure effective coverage plays an important role to 
let users stay connected with WLAN.

However, as new features such as security (802.11i) and quality of service (802.11e) added into WLAN, number of
related messages is also increased; before these messages finish the exchange process, users’ traffics cannot 
proceed and delay-sensitive applications will experience jitters or loss-of-data during handoff.

To address the extra time needed for message exchange during handoff, newer technique as 802.11r is 
introduced to eliminate related overheads based on the same architecture for client roaming; with assistance 
from 802.11k, it will further facilitate roaming and lower impact from mobility for delay-sensitive applications.
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2. Feature Highlight

To lower extra burden from security and QoS during handoff process, 802.11r introduces a method called “Fast 
Transition” (FT) to allow a roaming client to initialize a handshake with new AP before it roams to the target AP. 
The core idea behind this is to use FT key hierarchy to allow clients to make fast BSS transitions between APs 
within the same ESS and mobility domain without re-authentication required at every AP.

In addition, 802.11k is designed to allow clients to quickly identify nearby AP that are available for roaming. When
a client senses the signal strength getting weaker from current AP and needs to prepare hand-off to another AP, 
this mechanism allows the client to know best candidate AP to roam from surrounding APs.

EnGenius  EWS AP has enclosed 802.11k/r mechanisms to allow 802.11k/r-compliant clients to enjoy less time 
needed during fast handoff. The following will further explain related WLAN operations by EnGenius  EWS AP to 
accommodate this fast roaming feature:

2.1 Fast Roaming is Enabled

Fast roaming feature is supported for the first SSID profile per radio with security types: WPA2/WPA-Mixed PSK 
and WPA2/WPA-Mixed Enterprise; to make UI simple and hide the complexity behind the scene, when the 
feature is checked, related mechanisms such as PMKSA caching*, 802.11r Fast Transition, and 802.11k-assisted 
roaming will be enabled to facilitate client roaming.

*Please refer to the following table for applicable security types.

PMKSA Caching 802.11k/r Auth Server

WPA2-Enterprise WPA2-Enterprise RADIUS

WPA-Mixed 
Enterprise

WPA-Mixed Enterprise

WPA2/ WPA-Mixed -PSK RADIUS not needed

The following lists a cluster setting as an example for Fast Roaming:
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2.1.1 802.11k/r-compliant Client Roaming
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Before actual handoff taking place, the client has known the best candidate AP as new AP for roaming; once the 
new AP is identified, the FT operations will then allow client to perform handshake with selected new AP. The 
whole process will be completed before client roaming into another AP so re-authentication can be saved from 
new AP.

The follow table lists some well-known 802.11k/r client types as of this writing:
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2.1.2 Non-802.11k/r Client Roaming

When WPA2-Enterprise is selected for wireless security, EnGenius enterprise AP also supports 802.11i-based 
PMKSA caching method for fast roaming. Under this scenario, non-802.11k/r compliant client can hand off to 
adjacent new AP within the same ESS without re-authentication.
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Upon client completing authentication with RADIUS server through current AP, PMKSA is created for such binding 
and if fast roaming is enabled, this binding info will be distributed through its LAN to adjacent APs. When a client 
prepares to roam, its surrounding APs have obtained corresponding PMKSA caching so authentication will not be 
required again.

2.2 Fast Roaming is Disabled (Default)

Under this circumstance, client roaming will follow the existing method without PMKSA caching, FT mechanisms, 
and 802.11k info sharing for best candidate AP to roam. It will solely depend on client’s decision when to roam 
and to which AP it should connect. If RADIUS server is used for wireless security, authentication will be required 
again upon roaming.
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